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“...one of their operators compared the Bobcat S66 R-2 series compact skid-steer 
comfort to a luxurious Escalade. Another operator said it’s like a Denali.”

J&J Equipment Rentals, family-owned 
and operated by Matt Ozorio and Dave 
Korkis, will be celebrating its one-year 
anniversary in March. J&J is named 
after both of their sons, Joseph and 
Jacob.  They have a branch in North 
York and Caledon East but cater to the 
whole GTA and surrounding areas. 

When they were asked what sets them 
apart from the other rental companies, 
their answer was “we are available 24/7 
for our customers. When they call, they 
get us. We bring the equipment right 
to them, on time and we even work 
weekends. Not many do. We offer our 
customers new equipment because 
you can’t put a price on comfort and 
reliability,” stated Matt and Dave.  

In less than one year, they have 
bought eight new Bobcat® machines. 
Matt explained they went to different 
dealers first to make sure they did their 
due diligence, but the innovation was 
with Bobcat machines and the best 
customer service was with Joe Palfy, 
sales specialist with Bobcat of Toronto, 
so that is where we purchased their 
machines. “Joe was straight with us 
and is very passionate about what he 
does. He didn’t push us. He has never 
steered us wrong and has been true to  
his word. I talk more to Joe now than 
anyone,” said Matt.

“We have nothing but positive 
feedback from our customers on the 
Bobcat machines. A few have even 
wanted to buy them, especially the 
Bobcat S66 compact skid-steer R2 
series.  Our goal is to have a huge 
fleet of the R2 series. The customers 
absolutely love the extra comfort and 
added options like the heated seat, air 
conditioning, etc. on them. One of our 
customers said one of their operators 
compared the Bobcat S66 R-2 series 
compact skid-steer comfort to a 
luxurious Escalade. Another operator 
said it’s like a Denali. The operators 

fight who gets to use it when they start 
work in the morning.
“We shifted our focus on heavy 
equipment  more  so  on  the 
landscaping, residential homes, 
waterproofing, pool installing, concrete 
contractor side as they are so busy. We 
need to make sure we have equipment 
in for them,” stated Matt.

“Bobcat machines, Joe Palfy and 
Bobcat of Toronto have all been 
reliable and have helped our business 
grow substantially in the last year. 
We wouldn’t hesitate to recommend 
them”, stated both Matt and Dave.

Thank you Matt and Dave.

(L to R) Joe Palfy, sales specialist for Bobcat of Toronto with Matt Ozorio and Dave Korkis owners of J&J Equipment Rentals who just took delivery of four new Bobcat machines.


